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The court rejected the petition, saying India is a democracy where the rule of law, not religious texts, govern. Of course, the High Court has intervened to remind the government of its constitutional ...
Governments Must Implement the Constitution, Not Religious Texts
On the whole, this term was characterized by few big moves, but a reasonably consistent adherence to the Constitution, writes GianCarlo Canaparo of The Heritage Foundation.
Opinion: Court stuck to the Constitution during recently completed term
Insofar as we know anything about the history of humankind, it appears that the need to engage in religious expression has always been present. African and Native American tribes, the Egyptians, ...
Religious Expression and the American Constitution
Today’s America has come under attack from all different directions. From the media, to special interest groups, everyone is clamoring to figure where America fits into the world. And in reality it ...
Nowhere in the Constitution do the words ‘Separation of Church and state’ exist
According to Democrats, the Georgia and Texas voting-reform bills and the Jan. 6 rioters entering the Capitol constitute the worst threat to our democracy. Although the initial, biased report claimed ...
Biden and team the real threats
The Civil Rights Act of 1964, enacted after Martin Luther King, Jr’s 1963 “I have a dream” speech at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., prohibits discrimination on the basis ...
Constitution and the Hyde Amendment
With the 4th of July and Juneteenth behind us, Americans should celebrate another momentous day in the history of American freedom: ...
The Midwest Constitution: Ahead of its time
A meeting in favor of a religious amendment to the Constitution was held yesterday evening in the Scotch Presbyterian Church in Twenty-third-street, Rev. S. O. WYLIE, of Philadelphia,in the chair.
Religious Amendment to the Constitution.
Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has said "secularism in the constitution of Bangladesh never conflicts Islam... and it would be better to not say such things in the Parliament", in reply to ...
'Secularism in the constitution of B'desh never conflicts Islam'
The Constitution of the Soviet Union promises its citizens freedom of conscience and religion, as is obvious in this statement from Article 52 of the Soviet Constitution: “Citizens of the USSR ...
What the Soviet Constitution Says About Freedom and Religion
I support the importance of the three Cs: A Culture of Religious Tolerance; A Constitution of Religious Liberty, and A Conscience of Religious Function to justify why we do not need a Religious ...
Liberia: The Case Against Legalized Religious Holiday - Balancing the Scale Between Politics and Religion in Liberia
“Reporters don’t understand religious liberty, where it comes from. It comes from God, not from the Constitution,” Moore declared as he entered an elevator in a Senate office buildin ...
Roy Moore: Religious Liberty ‘Comes From God, Not From The Constitution’
The inclination of the Constituent Assembly to meddle with Article 46 in the old constitution, which commits the state to safeguard freedom of belief and freedom of religious practice, is a ...
Egypt's new constitution and 'divine religions'
Fulton says little about whether the Constitution permits Philadelphia ... Though Smith held that religious objectors generally must follow the same rules as everyone else, Smith also held that ...
An epic Supreme Court showdown over religion and LGBTQ rights ends in a whimper
that is embedded in our national Constitution.” The panel was part of an annual program on religious freedom sponsored by Brigham Young University’s International Center for Law and Religious ...
U.S. in a ‘perilous moment’ — Legal experts debate LDS leader Dallin Oaks’ talk on the Constitution
The Supreme Court on Thursday handed a narrow victory — unanimous in result but not reasoning — to a Catholic foster-care agency in Philadelphia that refused on religious grounds to place ...
The court’s religious liberty ‘compromise’ is actually a victory for the right
social and religious - since October 2019 , the process for the drafting of a new Constitution has begun. In this regard, the Education Area of the Episcopal Conference of Chile (CECh) presented a ...
AMERICA/CHILE - The new Constitution must recognize the right to education and the freedom of education at all levels
"Mr. Nadler has forgotten the Constitution," said Rabbi Pesach Lerner, President of the CJV. "The Founding Fathers required Congress to avoid infringing upon the free exercise of religion ...
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